
BAN ON EATING CATS AND DOGS

The Dog and Cat Meat Trade Prohibition Act of (H.R. ), also called the DCMTPA, The law penalizes "the eating cats and
dogs with fines of up to $5,". It prohibits shipping, sale and transportation of animals for the "purpose of.

Accordingly, a state or territory food safety authority would not grant registration or licence to a person or
business seeking to process cat or dog meat for sale. Hastings added: "The House of Representatives has voted
to unify animal cruelty laws across the country, which would prohibit the slaughter of dogs and cats for human
consumption. The eating of cats continued until the 60s. Thus Krugman wants to correct it to be something
more sensible. Taiwanese people have always treated cows as work partners. The ban is similar to the
voluntary self-regulation against beef. The U. TAS Yes No law specifically authorises or prohibits the eating
of cats or dogs. Lawmakers enacted the regulations just to canvass voters. Also Read Updated on May 16,
Home. And until we defeat these general ideas, we will be forever susceptible to this kind of petty tyranny.
They are property with feelings and well-being; but this bill has nothing to do with cruel treatment of living
animals, only consumption of dead ones. Geographically close to Germany, Switzerland only allows cat and
dog meat for personal use but not for commercial purposes. Taiwanese farmers refrain from eating beef
because of respect rather than the law. However the killing of cats or dogs for such purpose may constitute an
offence under Animal Welfare Act  The bill makes it illegal to knowingly slaughter, transport, possess, buy,
sell or donate dogs or cats or their parts for human consumption. The House action was cheered by animal
rights groups, who say there is a small underground market for dog and cat meat in the United States. It also
helps serve as an example for other countries that could take action to end trade within their borders, including
China, South Korea, Vietnam, India and Indonesia. S could not condone foreign countries for killing and
eating cats and dogs if it was still legal across large areas of the nation. Photo: Wei-liang Liu The discussion
implies that a government possesses the legal power to draw the line with eating animals. Killings cats and
dogs for eating is still legal in 44 states, with only California, Georgia, Hawaii, Michigan, New York and
Virginia having laws that explicitly ban the practice, reported CBS. A person or business that processes meat
intended for sale and human consumption must be registered or licensed under the relevant state or territory
meat production legislation. QLD Yes No law specifically authorises or prohibits the eating of cats or dogs.
Also prohibits the killing of cats or dogs for the purpose of consumption and the supply of cat or dog meat.
Search For Print Is eating cats or dogs legal? The Dog and Cat Meat Trade Prohibition Act of , also known as
HR , does provide exemptions for Native American tribes who may slaughter or trade cats or dogs for
religious ceremonies. Flores, 65, broke the news on Wednesday morning. This is coming at a time when
animal rights activists, truly the most radical political agenda ever to have existed even Pol Pot did not declare
man equal to beast in Year Zero and one of the cleverest and most effective, are making an alarming amount
of incremental gains both in the political and cultural arenas.


